
Italian Language and Culture, 2 week programme in Lucca

Sample

Monday 08.30 A friendly interview with a teacher to ensure you join the most appropriate language
class for your level of knowledge and experience. 
16.00 What, where and how. A teacher led orientation walk in town. Welcome party.

Tuesday 16.30 Devils, saints, magic stones and pilgrim crosses
A walk through the city’s  memories of history, religion and superstition.

Thursday 16.30 at the school.  Italy on a Vespa
The Vespa: symbol of Italian creativity and sign of a popular phenomenon. A journey through 
advertising and cinema with the Vespa in the leading role, set against the background of defining 
social and cultural events in Italy up until the present day. The lecture makes extensive use of 
audiovisual material.

Saturday: 09.00  Viareggio, the seaport, the colonial architecture and the “Art Noveau” style. 
The shipyards  of the prestigious cruising yachts and the old harbour, the beautiful coastline  and the
elegant boulevard lined with art nouveau buildings and palm trees. The extensive dimensions of the 
sandy beach: The fine sand and the gentle slope of the seabed are ideal for bathing. 
Quote : € 15

Monday   16.00  Guided visit. A Taste of Lucca. A food and wine lovers' walking tour of the town,
introducing not only the historic centre within the city walls but also the traditional ingredients and 
specialities of the area and the individual specialist food and wine shops that still flourish in the 
town.

Tuesday  16.00  A landscape of vineyards and olive trees. During our visit to this beautiful wine 
producing area, home of the noted DOC wines. we stroll through the vineyard and  then visit  a 
winery. We will enjoy an extra vergine olive oil tasting and a  comparative tasting of both red and 
white wines. Quote: € 25

Thursday 16.30  Concert at school.  A musical "journey" with songs of singers-songwriters 
from different italian cities: Lucio Dalla from Bologna,  Giorgio Gaber from Milan. Francesco De
Gregori from Rome, Pino Daniele from Naples … 

BUON LAVORO E BUON DIVERTIMENTO al CENTRO KOINE' e a LUCCA!!!

Varaa täällä maailmanlaajuisesti edullisimpaan hintaan:
https://www.languagecourse.net/fi/koulu-centro-koine-lucca
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